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Criterion VII – Institutional Values and Best Practices Evidences  
 

 
1. Best Practice: (A) Blended Teaching – Learning 

 

2. Objectives of the Practice:  

  MITAOE has always adopted different pedagogical methods in its teaching-learning 

processes. Blended Teaching-Learning is being used effectively since a long time, and we 

have strived to enhance capacity in this direction. A typical example is the use of ICT tools 

including MOODLE, Kahoot, Canvas, etc. since 2016 very effectively for interactive 

teaching & learning. Some sessions have been recorded and the videos uploaded on our 

official YouTube channel. The concept and primary objective of this practice was to 

implement more out-of-classroom interactive sessions for teaching learning and evaluation 

process.   

 

3. The Context 

  The challenges that the institute faced while implementing the effective use of ICT in 

online teaching were identification of the allied infrastructure in terms ICT tools and the 

training/hands-on of various tools to faculty. Several ICT tools and online teaching 

platforms were searched, scanned and examined thoroughly and out of those the best and 

user friendly tools were introduced in the teaching learning process. Ms-Teams & 

GoToWebinar were used exclusively for the online content delivery whereas the Google 

Meet were used for various official meeting.  

 

4. The Practice 

  MITAOE has several licensed dashboards of GoToWebinar platform which is used very 

effectively and rigorously for conducting all the online lectures for all the classes, Guest 

lectures, parent meeting, etc. The institute celebrated the first digital day in the months of 

March-April 2019 through the GoToWebinar platform. The main challenge was about the 

connectivity and non-availability of the audience face to face physically for interactive 

sessions. This was overcome by the effective use of ICT. Due the effective and rigorous 

use of online teaching platform like MS-Teams & GoToWebinar the institute was very 

much prepared for the online lectures and practical sessions through the virtual labs and 

recorded videos during the pandemic conditions. Along with this institute also uses an EPR 

viz CollPoll. It’s an engagement, management, and analytics platform which empowers 

institution stakeholders - student, faculty, admin, staff and parents with the smart campus 

technology creating unified digital experience in and outside the campus. MS-Teams and 

GoToWebinar are used for conducting live sessions where quiz and polls are also 

conducted during the sessions for monitoring continuous assessment and evaluation of the 

students. Institute also uses MOODLE one of the widely used LMS throughout the world. 

This platform is used for conducting various evaluation based activities as well as 

submissions of the assignments  

 

5. Evidence of Success  

Blended Teaching-Learning: The institute started the use of the ICT since 2016-17. Several 

licensed software and platforms like MOODLE, GoToWebinar, MS Teams were 

purchased. The trainings were given to the faculty and staff for their effective use. In the 

initial stages only a few selective sessions were conducted online but later the frequency 

of the use of ICT increased to the greater extent. This helped the institute a lot especially 

in the pandemic situations of lockdown which started from March 2020. The entire 
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teaching learning process shifted to the online mode including the meetings and audits as 

well. In the current situations the institute is using MS teams with full-fledged for the entire 

teaching process without any glitches. Due to this Blended Teaching-Learning process 

adopted since 2016-17, there was no disruption even during the pandemic situations and 

the attendance of the learners and the evaluation methods also got improved. 

Due to Blended and online teaching-learning process the attendance of the students 

increased to a greater extent and also the assessment and evaluation methods became more 

effective and transparent. There were no loss in the teaching hours neither loss of the topic 

taught as all the live session were recorded and made available to the student via Google 

drive links. Because of this the teaching curriculum completed on time which resulted in 

timely conduction of the online examinations and also declaration of the results. This 

Blended Teaching-Learning process resulted into the encouraging Students’ feedback. 

    

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required. 

  During the implementation of the use of ICT especially Online sessions the institute faced 

problems such as Internet bandwidth and related infrastructure. The faculty also faced 

some problems in the effective use of ICT tool during online lectures for interactive 

sessions due to lower internet bandwidth. These problems were overcome by increasing 

the Internet bandwidth to 500 Mbps and augmenting infrastructure such as server backup 

for virtual labs and computer peripherals like headphones with microphones, pen tabs, etc. 

Faculty was given trainings related to effective use of ICT tools and E-content development 

which helped them to conduct the practical and theory sessions in very interactive manner.    

 

1. Best Practice: (B) GREEN Campus 

 

2. Objectives of the Practice:  

  The other best practice is GREEN campus concept. The objective of the institute is to build 

the green and eco-friendly campus.  

  Providing a good campus ambience is one of the primary objectives of MITAOE. One of 

the contributing features of this is our GREEN Campus. 

 

3. The Context 

  We a MITAOE believe that energy saved is energy produced and a zero discharge campus 

is a societal responsibility. The attempt of the institute is to be self-sufficient in major 

power requirement and to reduce / recycle material is a primary agenda. MITAOE is 

located in an area surrounded by industry which emit substances into the air and which 

could affect the air-quality on campus. For this, MITAOE takes care of monitoring the air 

quality continuously. 

 

4. The Practice 

 Installation of solar panels on terraces of almost all buildings on campus: The Solar 

Panels installed at a total cost of Rs.2 Cr. under MOU with Third party. Over 4 Years 

have provided the campus its electrical energy, and in fact, we have even contributed 

excess power to the local grid. The installed capacity of ON-Grid solar system is 435 

kWp and we have saved Rs. 20 lakhs over the last 4 years. 

 Installation of Biogas plant: A biogas plant has been set up to treat and dispose the 

waste generated in the College Canteen. The gas generated is recycled as fuel for the 

Canteen. The biogas plant produces …. M3 of gas and runs … number of cooking 

areas in the canteen, 
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 Towards paper-less internal and external transactions: The institution has an efficient 

e-governance system which promotes paper-less communication through email. 

Examinations are conducted on-line using dedicated and secure platforms, thereby 

reducing paper requirement. 

 Recycling of waste / used paper: After usage, all printed papers (newspapers, waste 

paper) are sent to the local paper recycling plant through selected vendors. 

 Use of power-efficient equipment: All computers and allied equipment has been 

updated to ensure that power requirement is reduced, such as installation of LCD 

monitors. In addition to this, constant monitoring and promotion for conservation of 

energy by switching off electrical appliances if not required is done. 

 Installation of air-monitoring equipment: To ensure / monitor air quality on campus, 

a system (weather and air quality display board) installed by SAFAR-IITM, Pune 

which provides the Air Quality-Index of the area in real-time. 

 Several Tree plantation drive were undertaken and also Eco friendly Ganesh Idol 

workshop was conducted by well-known Sculptor, Prime Minister's Mann-ki-baat 

featured, Maharashtra Shilp Gaurav Shri Abhijit Dhondphale.  

 

 

5. Evidence of Success  

   GREEN campus: The institute had signed an MOU to install 435 kWp Solar Photovoltaic 

post net metering plant on the roof of various buildings of the institute in the month of Oct 

2016. Since then the institute is contributing towards the concept of eco-friendly campus 

by reducing the CO2 emission. Electricity Generation from Roof Top Solar Photovoltaic 

is 5,25,530 units in FY 2019-20 and 18% of College demand met from Electricity Grid and 

82% energy came from Solar system. If reduction of CO2 emission per 1 kWh of solar 

power = 1 kg of CO2 then CO2 emissions reduced is 525.53 Tons per year from our campus 

a measure towards green campus.  

   

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required. 

  While the difficulties faced during the implementation of Eco-friendly campus was to build 

the mentality regarding the concept of eco-friendly and paperless campus among the 

student, staff and faculty and a few technical difficulties in the setup of the Solar panels 

for electricity generation. 
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Evidence for (A) Blended Teaching – Learning 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Information Regarding the existing LMS Tools used for effective Teaching Learning. 

1] Institute has Cloud Based Moodle Server.  
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    Hosted by eAbays Info Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Banglore – With 1000 Concurrent Students  

 

Snap Shot of the Moodle Server Dash Board 

 

 

Snap Shot of the Moodle Server Dash Board 

 

 

 

 

 

2] Institute uses Go to Webinar and Go to Meeting Web based platform for the 

   Conduction of Online Lectures of the institute’s Faculty and Guests Speakers .   

   The web based facility is subscribed from - LogMeIn Ireland Ltd. 
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   Institute has subscribed 6 Dashboards for conduction of Online Lectures  

Snap Shot of the Go To Webinar Dash Board 

 

3] Institute has Google G. Suite Domain for Education from which Faculty uses the Google 

Classroom Tool while teaching. 

Snap Shot of the Administrator Panel Console of the G Suite Server  

 
 

4] Institute has Google G. Suite Domain for Education from which Faculty uses  

      the Google Meet Tool for Online Teaching. 
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5] Institute has its ERP System on which Separate LMS portal is hosted.  

    On https://mitaoe.collpoll.com 

 

 
 

https://mitaoe.collpoll.com/
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6] MS Teams Online LMS Tool  

    Under the Microsoft Licenses Subscription Scheme Institute has Unlimited  

    Licenses  of  MS Office 365 for Faculty and Students . 

    Therefore every Faculty / Staff /and Students has been provided Office 365 – 

     MS Teams Accounts. 

 

    MS Teams Platform is also getting used for conduction of Online Theory and  

    Practical sessions and  
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7] AMCAT Online Aptitude Tests Conduction Platform for the placement Activity. 

 

 

ICT Tools and Resources Available   -  
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1] Institute has 1091 Branded IBM Lenovo and Dell Computers with Intel Pentium IV and 

above configurations – Intel Dual Core , Quadra core , Intel I3 , I5 , I7 Processor .  All the 

Systems connected through LAN.  

 

2] Institutes has Secured WIFI Internet Access facility available for all the Faculty and 

Students either on their Smart Phones or on the Laptops. 

 

3] All the 34 Class Rooms are Equipped with LAN / WIFI Facility and LCD Projector and 

Screen. 

 

 

4] Institute has 500 MBPS Internet Lease Line . Internet Connection is accessible to all 

Faculty Staff and Students after get Authenticated through Radius Server form Sonic Firewall 

Secured Access. Internet is distributed through Cisco based Network Switches and WIFI 

access Controllers and Access points  

 

5] VPN Connectivity facility available to access the shared resources. 

 

Number of ICT Enabled Classrooms: 34  

Number of Smart Classrooms = 34   

( Here Classroom with Internet /WIFI , LCD Projector , LMS Tools Facility is considered as 

Smart Class Room )  

 

 

                                                                                                                

                                  System’s Administrator                                                                  

Director  

                                                                             MIT Academy of Engineering Alandi  
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Gotowebinar1@mitaoe.ac.in

 

mailto:Gotowebinar1@mitaoe.ac.in
mailto:Gotowebinar1@mitaoe.ac.in
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Gotowebinar2@mitaoe.ac.in 

 

mailto:Gotowebinar2@mitaoe.ac.in
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Gotowebinar3@mitaoe.ac.in 

 

 

mailto:Gotowebinar3@mitaoe.ac.in
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Gotowebinar4@mitaoe.ac.in 

 

mailto:Gotowebinar4@mitaoe.ac.in
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Gotowebinar5@mitaoe.ac.in

 

mailto:Gotowebinar5@mitaoe.ac.in
mailto:Gotowebinar5@mitaoe.ac.in
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 Collpoll ERP System  
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Collpoll ERP System  

https://mitaoe.collpoll.com/#/home 

User Login Page. 

 

 

https://mitaoe.collpoll.com/#/home
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Evidence for (B) Green Campus 

Solar Panel Related Evidence 

MOU Solar:  https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:ece3782b-

0198-4f0b-8f22-b681202dbc53 

 

 

 

https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:ece3782b-0198-4f0b-8f22-b681202dbc53
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:ece3782b-0198-4f0b-8f22-b681202dbc53
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Green Campus Initiative @ MITAOE 

Our management has signed a power purchase agreement to install 435 kWp Solar Photovoltaic 

post net metering plant on the roof of various buildings at MIT Academy of Engineering, 

Alandi(D), Pune. Using Solar system means reducing power consumption from Grid that 

means less use of non-renewable energy resources. Also the overall cost of Energy from Solar 

PV system is less than grid energy cost therefore Overall energy bill gets reduced and at the 

same time during non-working days campus gets benefits through selling energy to the grid.  

Electricity Generation from Roof Top Solar Photovoltaic is 5,25,530 units in FY 2019-20 and 

18% of College demand met from Electricity Grid and 82% energy came from Solar system. 

If reduction of CO2 emission per 1 kWh of solar power = 1 kg of CO2 then CO2 emissions 

reduced is 525.53 Tons per year from our campus a measure towards green campus. 

Read more at: http://www.solarmango.com/in/tools/co2-emission-reduction-results/ 

 

http://www.solarmango.com/in/tools/co2-emission-reduction-results/

